NATURAL AQUEOUS OAK TANNINS
PREMIERE CT
Oak Wise Natural Aqueous Oak Tannin (NATAN™) is
a 100% natural liquid oak product that is a source
of hydrolyzable ellagic tannins designed to
enhance color, flavor, mouthfeel, and structure in
wine, cider, spirits, and beer. The tannins are
extracted from toasted 3-year air seasoned oak
using only purified, filtered water and contain no
preservatives.
Premiere CT are concentrated finishing tannins
designed to enhance the final oak characteristics
prior to bottling. There are five products in the
Premiere CT range and all are derived from 100%
American or French oak.

What are the Benefits?
Premiere CT provides oak aromatics that
enhance the beverage flavor and color
Finishing tannins work in harmony to
provide the structure, mouthfeel and
dimension
The tannins provide flexibility to add at
aging or to finish the beverage
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NATAN PREMIERE CT PROFILES

Red Blend: volume, toast, and spice aromatic notes and complexity enriching the palate. Red
Blend was created to combine the toasted oak characteristics from French oak and the rich
lactones derived from American oak.
French Complex: rich roasted nuts, baked bread, graham crackers with intense mid-palate
fill and fruit lift.
French Mocha: notes of clove, caramel, chocolate, and sweet coffee.
French HiVan: characters of vanilla, toasted oak, and confectionary sugar and will support
the flavors in your beverage.
American HiVan: brings coconut, vanilla, and whiskey lactone. Reminiscent of Bourbon
characteristics.

NATURAL AQUEOUS OAK TANNIN FINISHING SAMPLE KIT
We supply finishing tannin kits to producers who are interested in modifying their beverage
before bottling. Benchtop trials are essential in order to determine the appropriate product
and dose rate before you make a purchasing decision. The addition rate required to achieve
effective results is between 0.2 ml/L – 2.0 ml/L. Follow the recommended rate and dose wine
in a sample bottle. For best results review the trial after 48 hours.
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